KOWHAI

TERM 2-2019

SPECIALISATION
Music, Media & Production
This term the focus of Music & Media gets into full swing as the students will be combining both disciplines and adding
value to term one’s knowledge. They’ll be creating short films and entering them in the fabled ‘Outlook for Someday’ film
challenge. Additionally, the extension musicians will be continuing their journey of performance and practise as they head
toward new and exciting competitions and festivals coming up! Also, also its performance countdown!!! This term the Arts
department embark on the journey towards the production of Hairspray Jr, where students will audition and rehearse ready
for term 3!
Digital Technology
Year 7's will be exploring computational thinking through game design using Scratch. Year 8's will be using digital animation
to communicate their understanding and action their inquiries.
Visual Arts
This term in visual arts we will be focussing on skill development through creativity and originality, making sure to have lots
of fun along the way! Year 7's will continue to develop key skills in line, colour, form and shape while Year 8's will begin the
term focusing on static images.
Soft Technology
During Soft Tech lessons this term, Year 7 students will be designing and constructing felt learning resources to donate to
local preschools. Year 8 students will have the opportunity to learn graphic design skills that they can utilise to apply their
Sharing the Planet message onto a t-shirt.

PE

PE in term 2 will be as exciting as ever. Students will be working on problem-solving in small groups combined with
fundamental skills such as kicking, throwing and running. They will be learning about body and space and how to manipulate
defenders positions.

SCIENCE
This term the year 7's are exploring 'How the World Works' for their line of inquiry. Students will have opportunities to design
and test simple machines, challenge Newton's Laws and problem solve solutions to STEAM-based activities. Year 8's will
have science again in term 3.

